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Abstract

Whereas hemispheric dominance is well-established for appendicular motor 
control in humans, the evidence for dominance in axial motor control is still 
scarce. In Parkinson’s disease (PD), unilateral (UL) onset of appendicular motor 
symptoms corresponds with asymmetric neurodegeneration predominantly affecting 
contralateral nigrostriatal circuits. Disease progression yields bilateral and axial motor 
symptoms but the initial appendicular asymmetry usually persists. Furthermore, 
there is evidence for hemispheric dominance for axial motor dysfunction in some of 
these patients. Dopaminergic medications improve appendicular symptoms but can 
also produce motor complications over time. Once these complications develop, 
bilateral (BL) deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nuclei (STN) can 
significantly improve appendicular symptoms while reducing medication doses and 
motor complications. Conversely, axial motor symptoms remain a significant source 
of disability, morbidity, and mortality for patients with PD. These axial symptoms do 
not necessarily improve with dopaminergic therapy, might not respond, and could 
even worsen after BL-DBS. In contrast to medications, DBS provides the opportunity 
to modify stimulation parameters for each cerebral hemisphere. Identical, BL-DBS 
of motor circuits with hemispheric dominance in PD might produce overstimulation 
on one side and/or understimulation on the other side, which could contribute to 
motor dysfunction. Several studies based on asymmetry of appendicular motor 
symptoms already support an initial UL rather than BL approach to DBS in some 
patients. The response of axial motor symptoms to UL versus BL-DBS remains 
unclear. Nonetheless, UL-DBS, staged BL-DBS, or asymmetric programming of 
BL-DBS could also be considered in patients with PD.
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INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease  (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative 
disorder associated with loss of dopaminergic neurons 
in the nigrostriatal pathways. In the U.S., approximately 
1 million people have PD and additional 50,000 are 
diagnosed each year. The prevalence of PD significantly 
increases with age, ranging from 41 per 100,000 people in 
the 40–49  years group to 19 per 1,000 people older than 
80  years worldwide.[18,57] With the estimated increase in 
the U.S. population older than 50 years old, the overall PD 
prevalence of 0.401% in 2005 will increase to approximately 
0.535% in the year 2040.[58] Despite promising advances 
in the understanding of this condition, PD remains a 
relentlessly progressive condition that significantly impairs 
motor and nonmotor aspects of daily living.

Appendicular motor dysfunction in early PD is usually 
unilateral  (UL) and includes tremor, rigidity, and 
bradykinesia. Disease progression yields bilateral  (BL) 
and axial motor symptoms, but the initial UL 
predominance usually persists. Dopaminergic agents 
can improve appendicular and some axial symptoms; 
however, they can also produce significant complications 
over time  (fluctuations, dyskinesia). Once these 
complications develop, BL deep brain stimulation (DBS) 
of the subthalamic nuclei  (STN) is a safe and effective 
intervention capable of improving appendicular 
symptoms while reducing medication requirements 
and motor complications. Axial motor dysfunction in 
PD includes dysarthria, dysphagia, postural instability, 
and gait dysfunction  (PIGD) including freezing of 
gait (FOG). These symptoms remain a significant source 
of morbidity and mortality in PD. They do not necessarily 
improve with medications, might not respond, and could 
even worsen with BL STN‑DBS.[69,77,78] In this review, 
we focus on the evidence for hemispheric dominance 
of appendicular and axial motor control in PD, and 
the potential effects of modulating these presumably 
lateralized circuits with unilateral  (UL), symmetric, and 
asymmetric BL STN‑DBS.

LATERALIZATION OF NORMAL MOTOR 

CONTROL

Certain brain functions are predominantly controlled 
by one hemisphere  (i.e.,  hemispheric dominance or 
lateralization). For instance, the right  (R) hemisphere 
is dominant for spatial cognition, body schema, 
proprioceptive control, and action inhibition,[5,31,83] whereas 
the left  (L) is dominant for verbal processing and motor 

control.[65] This L‑sided dominance for motor control is 
particularly clear in 90% of humans that are R‑handed. In 
L‑handed and ambidextrous people, several studies have 
shown that brain asymmetries are less pronounced, and 
thus, it is unclear if the R hemisphere is dominant or if 
there is lack of the usual L‑sided dominance.[26,40]

The mechanism of lateralization for motor control 
is unknown. Even though a genetic basis could 
be possible, heritability studies have not been 
conclusive.[28] Interestingly, this functional segregation 
might be established during early development, based 
on the preferential encoding of low‑frequency signals 
representing global information in the R hemisphere, 
as opposed to high‑frequency, local information in the 
L hemisphere.[38,64]

The L‑sided lateralization for motor control is more 
evident for distal as opposed to proximal tasks, 
independent of the performing hand. Although motor 
dominance can be assessed in terms of preference 
(hand chosen to move) and/or performance  (hand most 
proficient at the movement), it is also evident during 
bimanual movements. In this case, the dominant 
hand usually performs distal, fine movements, whereas 
the nondominant hand serves proximal, postural 
purposes.[65,72] This pattern is concordant with clinical 
data suggesting that the L hemisphere is dominant for 
task‑relevant, timing aspects of ballistic, and sequential 
movements, whereas the R hemisphere is dominant for 
processing visual and sensory‑mediated mechanisms that 
control final limb position.[6,82]

Though dominance for more proximal and axial motor 
functions such as posture, balance, and locomotion is 
not yet well‑established, it has been proposed that the R 
hemisphere controls limb position and posture whereas 
the L hemisphere controls limb trajectory.[61,82] For 
instance, the R inferior frontal cortex and STN have been 
implicated in motor inhibition through suppression of 
thalamocortical signals.[5] Moreover, internal or previously 
known stimuli appear to trigger L greater than R‑sided 
motor processing, whereas external or novel stimuli might 
lead to R greater than L‑sided motor processing.[31]

Hemispheric functional differences for motor control 
have also been observed during learning. The progressive 
development of “motor expertise” has been associated with a 
transition from externally to internally generated movement 
control, along with a shift from R to L hemispheric 
activation. This phenomenon might be produced by a 
progressive reduction in the monitoring of global, spatial, 
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and external features, as well as an increased representation 
of the local, internal motor program with learning.[15,73]

Even though locomotion is considered symmetric, 
functional gait asymmetries have been observed in 
normal humans.[59] In fact, normal stride length appears 
to be longer with the R foot. A  possible explanation is 
that the R leg has greater muscle power and dominates 
gait propulsion, whereas the L leg has greater power 
absorption and dominates postural stabilization.[59,60] 
Therefore, functional gait asymmetry might be associated 
with the previously mentioned hemispheric asymmetries 
for motor control. Nevertheless, leg muscle asymmetries 
might be predominant and thus the origin of gait 
asymmetry is still controversial.[59,60]

Because the functions preferentially carried out by the R 
hemisphere  (visuospatial orientation, action inhibition, 
posture) are indispensable for movement,[5,64,65,72] it has also 
been proposed that hemispheric lateralization of motor 
control is a dynamic, “interhemispheric” process during 
which the functional involvement of both hemispheres 
can adapt to the type and complexity of the task being 
performed, as well as to the neurological and attentional 
status of the performer  [Figure  1].[6,64] For instance, 
recent studies in patients with longstanding callosotomies 
replicated the classic finding that each hemisphere 
processes sensory information independently, as seen in the 
acute phase, but also found that the outcomes of those 
perceptual processes can be unified in one consciousness, 
regardless of the type and laterality of the response (verbal, 

L hand, or R hand).[55] Remarkably, these patients have 
less difficulties than normal controls in simultaneously 
producing bimanual movements with different directions.[25]

LATERALIZATION OF MOTOR CONTROL IN 

PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Disease processes such as PD can also produce lateralized 
dysfunction. In fact, dopaminergic denervation of the 
striatum in PD begins asymmetrically and gradually 
becomes BL with disease progression.[37] As a consequence, 
appendicular motor dysfunction  (bradykinesia, tremor, 
rigidity) usually begins contralateral to the most affected 
nigrostriatal pathway and later spreads to the opposite 
side. The cause of this phenomenon is unknown, but 
there is extensive evidence from clinical, radiological, and 
pathological studies supporting this initial asymmetry 
in PD, which can be maintained over the years despite 
disease progression.[10,14,39,81] Even though there is limited 
evidence, an underlying asymmetry of nigrostriatal 
pathways associated with motor control dominance 
could be responsible for or at least contribute to the 
initial asymmetry in PD.[30,41] For instance, the degree 
of R‑handedness was found to increase with L putamen 
dopaminergic dominance.[14] In the same study, bimanual 
dexterity in R‑handed people with and without PD 
correlated better with R caudate dominance. Therefore, 
bimanual movements might depend upon simultaneous 
L putaminal activation of L hemispheric motor circuits 
and R caudate inhibition of R‑sided circuits.[14]

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the possible contributions of symmetric bilateral subthalamic stimulation to axial motor deterioration 

in the context of asymmetric circuits for axial motor control and Parkinson’s disease progression. (L: left, R: right, BL: bilateral, 

PPN/MLR: pedunculopontine nucleus/mesencephalic locomotor region, PMRF: pontomedullary reticular formation)
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There is also evidence supporting lateralization of axial 
motor dysfunction in PD, which includes dysarthria, 
dysphagia, FOG, and PIGD.[11–13,23,29] Even though there is 
conflicting data,[33] PD patients with L‑sided predominant 
appendicular symptoms at onset have been found to 
be at higher risk of developing FOG in a large cohort 
of 250  patients  (hazard ratio 1.55).[29] This suggests 
that R‑hemisphere predominant PD is associated with 
more frequent and earlier derangement of gait control. 
Interestingly, specific lack of gait coordination and 
symmetry might be more important than motor control 
asymmetry for FOG in PD.[56] Given that normal stride 
length appears to be longer with the R foot,[59,60] L‑sided 
predominant PD might make this normal asymmetry 
more exaggerated by reducing stride length with the 
L foot. This asymmetry might then explain the higher 
risk for FOG in L‑sided predominant PD.

Patients with PD and FOG also appear to have 
abnormally reduced structural connectivity on diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) and functional MRI (fMRI) signals 
preferentially affecting R‑sided motor circuits during 
gait imagery tasks.[12,23,52,53] In these patients, hypoactive 
fMRI signals were seen within the BL parieto‑occipital, 
L posterior hippocampal, L cerebellar, and L 
mesencephalic regions, including the pedunculopontine 
nucleus/mesencephalic locomotor region  (PPN/MLR). 
Within this network, decreased activation of the 
R posterior parietal cortex strongly correlated with the 
severity of gait disturbances.[12] In another fMRI study 
of patients with PD and FOG, gait imagery of quiet 
standing, simple forward walking, and complex locomotor 
tasks showed significantly lower signals in the R pallidum 
and trends towards lower signals in other R hemisphere 
regions involved with locomotion  (supplementary motor 
area, PPN/MLR).[52,53] These abnormalities within the 
R hemisphere consistently involve the PPN/MLR, and 
the executive‑attention network including prefrontal and 
parietal regions.[12,23,52,53] A previous single‑photon emission 
CT study also reported that treadmill gait‑induced 
cerebral activity in PD remained low in the R precuneus 
of the superior parietal lobe when compared to controls.[35] 
Walking guided by transverse lines increased activation 
of posterior parietal and cerebellar regions in these 
PD patients, with greater activation of the R premotor 
area.[34] In addition, decreased resting‑state activity in 
the R parietal cortex in PD patients with FOG has been 
described with positron emission tomography.[7] These 
data, along with other studies that specifically implicate R 
hemispheric alterations in subjects with PD and FOG,[8,75] 
suggest that axial dysfunction in PD is associated with 
abnormalities of R greater than L hemispheric circuits 
involved in locomotion  [Table  1]. Despite imaging 
studies being unable to distinguish between excitatory 
or inhibitory circuits, these findings are concordant with 
the previously reviewed data pointing towards a possible 

R‑sided hemispheric dominance for axial motor control 
in humans.[15,32,61,73,82]

NEUROMODULATION OF LATERALIZED 

MOTOR CIRCUITS IN PARKINSON’S 

DISEASE

Dopaminergic agents can improve appendicular 
symptoms in PD; however, they can also produce motor 
fluctuations and/or dyskinesias over time. Once these 
complications develop, BL STN‑DBS has emerged as 
a very effective and relatively safe treatment modality 
for these motor complications. It is especially effective 
in controlling appendicular symptoms in PD.[16,43,50] Yet, 
worsening of axial symptoms after BL STN‑DBS can 
occur in almost 20% of patients in the year following 
implantation.[19,21,69,77,78]

The widespread BL as opposed to UL strategy for initial 
implantation of the STN is based on limited evidence. 
Identical DBS of potentially lateralized motor circuits 
might be unnecessary in all patients and could even 
contribute to the axial motor deterioration observed 
in some of them.[20,47,69,77] Also, although BL STN‑DBS 
is relatively safe, it might carry higher costs and 
more peri‑  and postoperative complications such as 
confusion and cognitive decline when compared to UL 
procedures.[4,24,36,54] For instance, a recent study suggests 
that there is higher location variability of the second 
implanted DBS electrode during BL procedures due 
to multiple factors, such as brain shift caused by air 
penetration and/or CSF outflow caused by the first skull 
penetration. This higher variability was associated with 
lower threshold for side effects and was predictive of 
motor outcomes at 1 year.[62] Though there have not been 
head‑to‑head comparative trials, a common argument 
is that BL STN‑DBS would allow for greater reduction 
in dopaminergic medication doses and subsequent 
improvement in dyskinesia, whereas UL implantation 
would not permit a similar reduction in medication 
due to uncontrolled worsening of symptoms on the side 
contralateral to the nonimplanted hemisphere.

Worsening of axial dysfunction after BL STN‑DBS 
has been attributed to the variable combination of 
disease progression beyond dopaminergic systems and 
the unwanted spread of electrical fields beyond the 
STN.[22,43,76,77] More recently, interference of BL STN‑DBS 
with potentially asymmetric circuits underlying interlimb 
coordination during locomotion has been suggested 
as a cause of FOG.[20] Equal stimulation of these 
asymmetric motor circuits could cause overstimulation 
of one hemisphere and/or understimulation of the 
other hemisphere  [Figure  1]. For instance, it has been 
observed that overstimulation and subsequent extension 
of the electric field can produce complications such as 
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hypokinesia and FOG, particularly with anteromedial 
and dorsal spread from the STN.[22,76] Furthermore, 
overstimulation contralateral to the most affected 
hemibody can impair gait despite improving appendicular 
symptoms.[20,47] In fact, reducing the amplitude of 
DBS contralateral to the side with the longer stride 
length improves FOG through normalization of 
coordination.[20] These improvements could be associated 
with the reduction of gait asymmetry initially increased 
by symmetric BL STN‑DBS.[56,59,60]

Interestingly, different patterns of local field 
potentials in motor networks have been associated 
with axial and appendicular symptoms. For instance, 
PIGD has been associated with decreased beta and 
increased gamma and alpha/theta bands. In contrast, 
bradykinesia has been associated with increased beta 
frequencies.[67] Consequently, DBS could improve 
bradykinesia but worsen PIGD by decreasing beta activity 
in these motor circuits. Finally, some studies have 

suggested that decreasing DBS frequency to 60–80 Hz 
could ameliorate PIGD in PD after BL STN‑DBS (usually 
programmed with BL frequencies higher than 100 Hz). 
Bilateral “low‑frequency” STN‑DBS could be useful 
for patients who develop side effects associated with 
“high‑frequency” BL STN‑DBS, including axial motor 
dysfunction.[17,47,84] The asymmetric programming of DBS 
frequencies might also become a therapeutic option 
for these patients with the availability of new DBS 
technology.

In addition to PIGD, speech dysfunction can also be 
accelerated after BL STN‑DBS in PD.[19,76] Interestingly, 
it has been observed that patients who have a 
medially‑displaced and/or high‑voltage DBS electrode 
over the L hemisphere are at a higher risk for speech 
deterioration in the year following BL STN‑DBS 
surgery.[76] This side effect could be associated with 
overstimulation of L‑sided dominant circuits associated 
with verbal control.[65]

Table 1: Evidence for lateralization of axial dysfunction in patients with Parkinson’s disease

Year Sample Study design Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

2001[29] 250 PD pts Cohort (follow-up for 
14±5 months)

Left-sided PD at increased risk 
for FOG

2015[33] 84 PD pts. 
R-handed, FOG+

Retrospective review of 
cohort

FOG more frequent in Left-sided (57%) vs. Right-sided predominant 
PD (43%). Not statistically significant.

1999[35] 10 PD pts., 10 
controls

SPECT after treadmill 
walking

Hypoactive medial frontal 
and cerebellum Hyperactive 
temporal, cingulate

Hypoactive parietal 
(pre-cuneus) Hyperactive 
insula and cerebellar vermis

1999[34] 10 PD pts., 10 
controls

SPECT after line-guided 
treadmill gait

Hyperactive pre-motor with 
transverse lines

2006[7] 17 PD pts.: 10 
FOG+, 7 FOG-

FDOPA and FDG-PET FOG+: Lower FDG uptake in 
parietal, higher in putamen

2012[75] 29 PD pts.: 16 
FOG+, 13 FOG-

Resting-state functional 
MRI (included 15 controls)

FOG+: Hypoactive frontal, 
parietal, occipito-temporal

2012[12] 15 PD pts. PIGD+, 
15 controls

Functional MRI during gait 
imagery

Hypoactive parieto-occipital 
(less than right), cerebellar, 
hippocampus, MLR

PIGD+: Hypoactive posterior 
parietal (correlated with 
severity)

2014[53] 18 PD: 9 FOG+, 
9 FOG-

Functional MRI during gait 
imagery after walking

FOG+: Hypoactive pallidum. 
Trend to hypoactive SMA, MLR

2013[23] 26 PD pts.: 14 
FOG+, 12 FOG-

Diffusion tensor imaging 
(included 15 controls)

FOG+: Less connectivity 
between MLR (PPN), 
cerebellum, pre-frontal

2015[52] 25 PD pts.: 13 
FOG+, 12 FOG-

Dual-task gait interference, 
diffusion tensor imaging

FOG+: More interference 
correlated with abnormal MLR 
(PPN) connectivity 

2010[51] 6 PD pts. PIGD+ Unilateral PPN-DBS 
(Double-blinded)

Significant reduction in falls at 3 and 12 months. No difference in 
other motor scores.

2016[49,51] 9 PD pts. PIGD+ Unilateral PPN-DBS 
(Double-blinded)

Significant reduction in falls at 2 years. No difference at 4 years.

2015[44] 6 PD pts. FOG+ 3 left PPN-DBS 3 right 
PPN-DBS

Left PPN-DBS better due to 
right-sided dysfunction

2011[77] 32 PD pts. 
STN-DBS

Speech dysfunction 
before/after STN-DBS

Worse with left STN DBS

PD: Parkinson’s disease, FOG: freezing of gait, PIGD: postural instability/gait dysfunction, SPECT: single-photon emission computerized tomography, PET: positron emission 
tomography, FDOPA: 6‑fluoro‑L‑dihydroxyphenylalanine, FDG: fluoro‑deoxyglucose, DBS: deep brain stimulation, STN: subthalamic nucleus, MLR: mesencephalic locomotor region, 
PPN: pedunculopontine nucleus, SMA: supplementary motor area, pts.: patients, +: with, ‑: without
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In contrast to medications, DBS provides the opportunity 
to modify some stimulation parameters separately for each 
cerebral hemisphere. In some patients, both appendicular 
and axial motor improvements achieved with UL and BL 
STN‑DBS are similar.[11,71,79] Several studies have shown 
that UL STN‑DBS can improve motor scores by 20–40% 
when compared to preoperative scores.[9,27,42,46,68] This motor 
improvement with UL STN‑DBS is mostly related to 
benefits on the contralateral hemibody, although ipsilateral 
effects have also been reported.[1–3,66,68,74,79] Interestingly, 
approximately 50% of patients with PD undergoing 
BL STN‑DBS have been found to have a “dominant” 
STN. This phenomenon was predicted by longer disease 
duration and tremor predominance.[11] Moreover, basal 
ganglia phase synchronization studies provide evidence for 
the existence of interhemispheric networks with lateralized 
dominant regions. In one of these studies, unilateral motor 
tasks performed by 4 PD patients with BL STN‑DBS led 
to synchronization of alpha oscillations in both STN. 

These BL STN alpha oscillations were phase synchronized 
across hemispheres at the onset of movement, with a 
flow of synchronization always directed from the R to 
the L STN, regardless of which side performed the motor 
task.[13] Finally, UL STN‑DBS has been shown to activate 
BL basal ganglia networks, which is also irrespective of 
the side of the body that performs the movement.[80] 
Therefore, optimized neuromodulation of UL “dominant” 
motor circuits might be able to activate BL networks and 
ameliorate symptoms bilaterally.

Based on the asymmetry of appendicular motor 
symptoms in PD, several studies support an initial 
UL as opposed to BL approach to STN‑DBS in some 
patients [Table  2].[45,71,74,79,80] In a prospective study that 
followed 82 patients after UL STN‑DBS contralateral to 
the most affected hemibody, only 34% of the patients 
required contralateral implantation in the following 
2  years. Predictors of the need for contralateral DBS 
were symmetric appendicular motor symptoms, high 

Table 2: Results of asymmetric neuromodulation with subthalamic DBS in Parkinson’s disease

Year Patients Bilateral STN-DBS studies Appendicular 
improvement

Axial improvement Total motor improvement

1999[42] 10 PD pts. Same-day crossover, randomized to 
OFF vs. UL vs. BL

BL > UL
BL 50-93% UL 
19-43%

BL > UL
BL 30-44%
UL 12-19%

BL (54%) > UL (23%) (*R vs. 
L not reported)

2003[9] 6 PD pts. Same-day sequential OFF vs. UL 
vs. BL

BL = UL BL > UL BL > UL (*R vs. L not 
reported)

2008[74] 52 PD pts. Double-blinded OFF vs. R vs. L vs. 
BL

BL ≥ CL
BL > IL
CL ≥ IL

BL > L
BL > R
*R = L

-

2011[11] 22 PD pts. Same-day crossover, double-blinded, 
randomized to OFF vs. R vs. L vs. BL

BL 31-65%
L 24-36%
R 18-41%
*R = L

BL 29-40%
L 22-30%
R 21-25%
*R=L 

BL 38%
L 28%
R 24%
*R = L 

2016[47] 22 PD pts. 
with PIGD

Same-day crossover, double-blinded, 
randomized to OFF vs. R vs. L vs. BL

- BL > UL
*R = L
(R > L in stride length)

BL > UL
*R = L

2011[20] 13 PD pts. 
with FOG

OFF vs. BL vs. 50% voltage reduction 
CL to longer and shorter stride length

- 50% voltage reduction CL to longer stride length improved FOG 
> BL > 50% voltage reduction CL to shorter stride length.

2011[80] 7 PD pts. LFPs in UL DBS pts. that became BL Unilateral STN stimulation increased contralateral STN activity.
2014[13] 4 PD pts. Recording of BL STN LFPs UL or CL movements synchronized alpha oscillations in both STN. Synchronization 

flowed from R to L STN regardless of movement side.

Year Patients Unilateral STN-DBS studies Appendicular 
improvement

Axial improvement Total motor improvement

2007[68] 24 PD pts. Before vs. 9 months after 54-88% (15% IL to 
DBS)

19% 31% (CL > IL)(*R vs. L not 
reported)

2009[79] 37 PD pts. Before vs. 3, 6, 9 and 12 mo. after CL > IL
IL > Before

CL>IL
IL>Before

37.1% at 12 mo. (*R vs. L not 
reported)

2011[66] 47 PD pts. Before vs. 4 mo. after UL > Before
CL > IL
*R = L

- UL > Before R = L 
(regardless of PD laterality)

2013[71] 82 PD pts. Before vs. 2 years after 54 pts. remained UL, 28 pts. (34%) became BL, (*R 
vs. L not reported)

UL=BL
UL>Before
BL>Before

PD: Parkinson’s disease, DBS: deep brain stimulation, STN: subthalamic nucleus, BL: bilateral, UL: unilateral, CL: contralateral, IL: ipsilateral, L: left, R: right, FOG: freezing of gait, 
PIGD: postural instability/gait dysfunction, LFPs: local field potentials, mo.: months, pts.: patients
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tremor subscore, and low body weight.[71] Given that 
motor asymmetry in PD is more pronounced early in the 
disease, UL implantation might become more frequent in 
the setting of the recent FDA approval of DBS for earlier 
PD based on the results of the EARLY‑STIM trial.[63]

Previous studies have suggested that UL and BL DBS 
can produce similar effects on axial symptoms in PD; 
however, BL stimulation appears to yield the maximal 
benefits.[9,11,42,45,47,74] Given the extensive BL connections 
of the PPN/MLR, UL PPN‑DBS might be enough to 
produce bilateral effects, and in fact it has been shown 
to improve PIGD early after implantation in PD.[48,51,70] 
Though L vs. R differences were not studied, L PPN‑DBS 
yielded greater improvement in axial symptoms in a small 
sample.[44] The differential effects of R‑sided, L‑sided, 
and BL STN‑DBS in the context of potentially lateralized 
axial motor circuits have not been systematically 
studied. In a recent pilot study of patients with PD who 
developed axial motor dysfunction after BL STN‑DBS,[47] 
stride length improved by 5 cm more during R versus 
L STN‑DBS and by 7 cm more during BL versus 
L STN‑DBS. The 2‑cm difference in favor of BL versus 
R STN‑DBS was not significant. Other gait parameters 
such as stride velocity and turning time were similar 
among BL and both UL STN‑DBS conditions; however, 
motor and gait UPDRS scores improved more with BL 
versus UL STN‑DBS. The differences persisted after 
controlling for asymmetric PD symptoms. These data are 
consistent with the theory of R‑hemispheric dominance 
for locomotion and other axial functions.

Given the established efficacy of BL STN‑DBS and the 
significant contribution of axial dysfunction to morbidity 
and mortality in PD patients, it is paramount to identify 
patients whose axial dysfunction could worsen with 
BL as opposed to UL or individualized asymmetric 
programming of BL STN‑DBS. A  comprehensive 
presurgical assessment of DBS candidates that includes 
evaluation of motor lateralization could identify patients 
who would benefit from an initial UL as opposed to BL 
DBS paradigm based on both appendicular, axial, and 
possibly nonmotor symptoms. Although contralateral 
implantation might be required with disease progression, 
the initial UL approach could be maintained by 
asymmetric programming of DBS parameters for 
each hemisphere  (e.g.,  voltage).[20,47] This asymmetric 
programming could avoid unnecessary stimulation while 
maximizing the benefits of BL STN‑DBS in appendicular 
dysfunction [Table 2; Figure 1].

CONCLUSIONS

Whereas the L hemisphere appears to be dominant for 
appendicular movements, there is growing evidence 
supporting R hemispheric dominance for axial 
motor control. Recently, theories involving complex 

interhemispheric relationships are attempting to unify 
the established models of hemispheric lateralization. 
In PD, BL STN‑DBS is an established treatment 
modality that can significantly improve appendicular 
symptoms. Given the usually persistent asymmetry of 
appendicular symptoms in PD, some patients benefit 
from an asymmetric approach favoring DBS of the 
STN contralateral to the worse symptomatic side. Axial 
symptoms are still a significant contributor to disability, 
morbidity, and mortality in PD. These symptoms might 
not respond and can even worsen with BL STN‑DBS. The 
comparative effects of UL or asymmetric programming 
of BL STN‑DBS for axial symptoms have not yet been 
systematically evaluated, although data consistent with 
R‑sided hemispheric dominance for axial control suggests 
that both UL and BL STN‑DBS could produce similar 
effects. Thus, an asymmetric approach to STN‑DBS 
implantation or programming could also be considered 
in PD patients with predominant axial dysfunction to 
avoid over‑ or understimulation of potentially asymmetric 
circuits. The availability of new DBS technology could 
facilitate the design of individualized asymmetric 
stimulation parameters that minimize axial impairment 
while maintaining appendicular symptom control.
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